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Abstract
We show that the three-body Schrödiger operators with a certain type of potentials
has no positive elgenValues.
1. 1mtroduction
In our previous paper (ll]) we showed that the three-body Schr6diger operators with a
certain type of potentials has no elgen Values when mass is su氏ciently smalL In this paper
we shall consider the problem of positive elgenValues of the operators for any mass･
We consider a system of three particles labelled 1, 2 and 3 of mass m1, m2, m3 Which
interact each other. Then we introduce the followlng Hamiltonian･
〟_ - ⊥△xl - ⊥△X2一志△X3.V12(xl -X2)･V23(X2 -X3)･V31(X3-∬1)
2m1　　　2m2
+ml+m2+m3,
(1)
where xi ∈ R3 is the position vector of particle i with respect to somefiⅩed orlgln･
In order to separate the center of mass motion, we have chosen the followlng coordinates.
Y-去(-lXl I-2X2+-3X3),
yl=Xl~X27
y2=X2-X37
whereM-ml+m2+m3.
Then we have
巌一品△Y-去(ま+去)△yl-去(去+去)△y2-去∇yl･∇y2
+V12(yl) +V23(y2) +V31(-y1 -y2) +ml +m2 +m3,
(2)
Removlng the first term which corresponds to the motion of the center of mass, we have
H-一芸(去+去)△yl一三(去+去)△y21去∇yl･∇y2　(3)
+V12(yl)+V23(y2) +V31(-yl -y2) +ml +m2+m3･
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We assume that H has an eigenvalue E(ml, m2, m3).
jI申- A(m1,m2,m3)せ. (4)
Then we rewrite equation (4) to the following･
-;(:+去)△xl弓(去+去)△32中一去∇xl･∇X2-川(5)
- E(m1,m2,m3)せ,
where
v-V12(xl)+V23(X2)+V31(-X1-X2), I- (xl,X2) ∈ R6,
E(m1,m2,m3) - A(ml,m2,m3)一m1 -m2 -m3.
Now we introduce a parameter m with constants k% as follows.
3
mi-kin i-1,2,3　where∑ki-1･
i=1
Then we have
H(m)せ- E(m)せ,
where
(8)
H(-)--去(去+去)△xl一志(三十去)△X21去∇xl･∇X2･V, (9)
E(m) - E(klm, k2m, k3m)･　　　　　　　　　(10)
せis normalized, i.C.
/R6 0(X)面丙dx - 1･　　　　　(ll)
In this paper we present a simple proof of the nonexistence of positive elgenValues of
Schr6dinger operators H(m) with a certain type of potentials･ We will exploit the equation
which we derived in [2], [3]･
2. Results
First let us state an assumption of the potentials VTi3･･
(Al) Let Vh･ be a C∞(R3/(o)) function, where (ij) - (12), (23), (31)･
Then we present our previous result (【21,聞).
Theorem 1. In addition to assumption (Al), let the potential V(I) satisfy the fo1-
lowlng COndition.
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(A2) There exist constants M > 0 and N > 0 such that
lGij(I)I ≦ MIVij(I)I +N,
where
Gij(I)-麦xl% ∬∈R3, (ij)-(12),(23),(31,
Then for any real number α,
(2α-1)
m2
where
(12)
(13)
([去(去+去)△xl+芸(去+去)△X2+去∇xl･∇X2]W) (14)
一旦(Gせ,0),
FZZZ
a(I) - G12(xl) +G23(X2) +G31(-X1 -X2)･ (15)
Now we are ready to state the result･
Theorem 2. 1n addition to the assumptions (Al) and (A2) of Theorem 1, let the
potential V(I) satisfy the following condition･
(A3) There exist a positive number d such that
Gij(X) + dVij(I) ≦ 0,
0<d<2,
where x∈ R3, (ij) - (12),(23),(31).
Then H(m) has no positive eigenvalues･
Proof. In view of (8) and (14) we obtain
tIJT(Ill)
dm
(2α-1-♂)
m2 ([芸(去+去)△xl+去(去+去)△X2+去∇xl･∇X2]0,せ) (16)
-去((6V+αG)叩) +壁,
rn
where ♂ is a positive number･
Now we choose α as follows.
∂
"=,i･ (17)
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Then it follows by assumption (A3) that
w･αG-芸(dV･G)≦0･
We choose 6 such t,hat
∂>
Then
2α-♂-1
Putting α - 0 in (14), one gets
d
2l d'
6(2-d)-d
>0.
(18)
(19)
(20)
義([去(三十三)△xl+芸(去+去)△X2+去∇xl･∇X2]-)･ (21)
It follows by elementary computations that
-([去(去+去)△xl+芸(去+去)△X2+去∇xl･∇X2]-)
去(∇xlO,∇xlO) ･去(∇X20,Vx20) ･去((∇xl +∇X2)0,(∇xl +∇X2)0)･
(22)
Then we see that警is negative.
In view of (20) and (22) we see that the first term in the right-hand of (16) is positive.
It follows by (18) that the second term in the right-hand of (16) is non-negative.
Since E(m) is positive, we have a contradiction. That means there is no positive eigen-
values.
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